NCSG Intersessional Planning Call

03 February 2017 | 1300 UTC
Agenda Items

1. Leads for sessions
   
   **DAY 1**
   
   1200 - 1330 CSG - IPC & NCSG - NCUC | ICANN Compliance Issues
   IPC: Jonathan Zuck
   1330 - 1400 CSG - IPC & NCSG - NPOC | NCPH Procedural In-House Issues
   IPC: Vicky Sheckler
   1400 - 1545 CSG - ISPCP & NCSG - NCSG | New gTLDs
   ISPCP: Tony Harris
   
   **DAY 2**
   
   1030 - 1215 CSG - IPC & NCSG - NPOC | Policy Discussion Topic
   IPC: Marc Trachtenberg
   1215 - 1400 CSG - IPC & NCSG - NPOC | Budgeting Discussion
   BC: Jimson Olufuye
   1400 - 1545 CSG - ISPCP & NCSG - NCUC | Maintaining the GNSO’s traditional policy-making leadership
   ISPCP: Tony Holmes
   1600 - 1730 CSG - BC & NCSG - NCSG | NCPH “Presenting”
   BC: Steve DelBianco

2. Decision for Tuesday breakout session
3. Wednesday breakout (SG or C's)
4. Finalized agenda for Thursday
5. AOB
1. Preparation for council call in the afternoon
2. Intersessional stock-taking discussion
3. Discussion about NCSG policy work in the future